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1. Is it easy to take oil _____ sunflower seeds?
(A) into
(B) from
2. You can see the rivers and hills ____ window of the house.
(A) through
(B) as
3. This piece of furniture is made of _____.
(A) railway
(B) wood
4. I didn’t eat with Kathy because my dinner ____ before she asked me.
(A) had had
(B) have had
5. This picture reminds me ____ living in country with my best friend.
(A) at
(B) of
6. You can _______ right now.
(A) try on them
(B) try on the shoes
7. A cat is running ______.
(A) after the mouse (B) the mouse after
8. Please pick ______.
(A) up me
(B) me up
9. We should ______ after it stops.
(A) get on the bus
(B) get the bus on
10. I am looking _______.
(A) for my glasses
(B) my glasses for
11. A: What would you like to drink ?
B: Either tea _____ coffee will be OK.
(A) or
(B) and
12. Both Ellen and Flora _____ for Japan next Thursday.
(A) is leaving
(B) are leaving
13. Neither Vicky _____ Wendy has been to the USA.
(A) or
(B) nor
14. Do you know why Eva enjoys _____ on the Internet?
(A) shop
(B) shopping
15. The smart girl _____ a good idea to surprise her father.
(A) came true
(B) came up with
16. The boy kept _____ that he just wanted the kite in the store.
(A) repeat
(B) repeating
17. The tray had nice handles _____ made it easier to move around.
(A) which
(B) what
18. My wife and I have enjoyed watching you ____.

(A) to work
(B) work
19. I felt like _____ under the table.
(A)hiding
(B) hide
20. Has Tina bought the set of furniture_____?
(A) already
(B) yet
21. Mrs. Williams did not notice
her dog was out late at
night.
(A) that
(B) which
22. Movies make us laugh and learn. They
entertain us
educate us.
(A) not only; but also (B) neither; nor
23. Beautiful people do not always get
they want.
(A) which
(B) what
24. We are an hour late. I am not sure whether the school bus will
us or not.
(A) will wait for
(B) will look for
25. I cannot tell you
to get to the Soho Department Store.
I have never been here, either.
(A) when
(B) how
26. The movie is about a true love story ______ happened in the
United States in the 1950s.
(A) what
(B) that
27. The house is on fire, so all of the rooms ______ smoke.
(A) full of
(B) are filled with
28. Amanda hopes that she can make her dreams ____ true.
(A) come
(B) coming
29. When we leave here today, we _____ to the next page of our
lives and go our different ways.
(A) all turned
(B) will all turn
30. Mr. Williams bought the house _____ has a big garden.
(A) that
(B) where
31. I know the girl
has big eyes.
(A) who
(B) which
32. Who is the boy
blue jeans?
(A) with
(B) in
33. I don’t know
he will win the game or not.
(A) that
(B) if
34. Mom told me
Dad would come back in two days.

(A) that
(B) what
35. I am so nervous that I don’t know
to do.
(A) what
(B) how
36.
he comes tomorrow, I will tell him the truth.
(A) When
(B) While
37. I will not go out if it
tomorrow.
(A) rain
(B) rains
38. Can you tell me what time
?
(A) is it
(B) it is
39. This is the glass
by me.
(A) breaking
(B) broken
40. Who is the girl
on TV?
(A) singing
(B) sung
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BABAB
BABAA
ABBBB
BABAB
AABAB
BBABA
ABBAA
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